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Abstract—We investigate methods for handling failures in a Paxos
State Machine and introduce Replacement, a novel approach
to handle failures. Replacement is fully decentralized and does
not rely on consensus. This allows failed replicas to be replaced
quickly, avoiding the bottleneck of a single leader. Instead of
handling failures in the order proposed by a leader, concurrent
replacements are combined to guarantee that all failed replicas
are replaced. Replacement also allows the state machine to
process client requests during failure handling, even while dis-
agreeing on the current configuration. As our evaluation shows,
this enables Replacement to quickly handle failures, with minimal
disruption in the processing of client requests.

I. INTRODUCTION

State machine replication [1] is a common approach for
building fault-tolerant services. To ensure that replicas remain
consistent after multiple updates, the order of updates must be
synchronized across replicas. This is typically accomplished
using a consensus protocol such as Paxos [2], [3], which is
an essential component in a Replicated State Machine (RSM).
Paxos helps to prevent the replicas from entering an inconsis-
tent state, despite any number of replica failures. Moreover, an
RSM with N replicas can continue to process new requests,
as long as at most f = bN−12 c have failed. If this bound
is violated, however, the current RSM is forced to stop
making progress indefinitely. Such a situation would require
complicated manual repair procedures. To avoid scenarios in
which the number of failures exceeds the bound, it is beneficial
to immediately instantiate failure handling, if this can be done
without causing a significant disruption to request processing.

The replacement of a failed replica has three phases: (1) we
need to detect the failure, (2) a new replica must be initialized,
and (3) the remaining replicas must acknowledge the activation
of this new replica. The duration of phases (1) - (3) is what we
call the window of vulnerability. During this time, the RSM
is operating with reduced fault tolerance, i.e. tolerating fewer
than f additional failures.

There are many ways to detect failures (phase 1) with
varying degrees of accuracy, and it is common to implement
failure detection as an external service [4], [5]. Initialization
(phase 2) includes transfer of up-to-date application state,
and necessarily involves at least one of the remaining correct
replicas. Depending on the size of the application state, ini-
tialization of a new replica may require significant networking
resources, and previous work have proposed efficient protocols
for state transfer [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. The main theme of

these protocols is to distribute the initialization of new replicas
among the existing replicas to avoid bottlenecks, such as the
leader in the consensus protocol. Also, if possible, wide area
latencies should be avoided during initialization [11]. One of
the objectives of these protocols is to reduce the window of
vulnerability.

In this paper we focus on the third phase of acknowledging
the activation of the new replica. We also call this the
activation phase. The new replica is acknowledged to ensure
that eventually all remaining replicas know of the new replica,
and to avoid that a failed replica is replaced by two new
ones. This is important to ensure that the service cannot be
split into two configurations, which may apply conflicting
updates. This can be done by reconfiguration, which is a
general method to replace one set of replicas with another.
Classical reconfiguration relies on the RSM to decide on
a reconfiguration command [12], [13], [14]. For this, the
command must typically be proposed by a leader and accepted
by a majority of the replicas in the old configuration. To
guarantee that the command is accepted, the replicas need to
be sufficiently synchronized.

In this paper we present Replacement, a reconfiguration
algorithm specialized for replacing a failed replica with a new
one. Different from other reconfiguration techniques, failure
handling with Replacement is fully decentralized. Thus, failure
handling can be initiated and completed by any of the remain-
ing replicas. This is beneficial because it allows us to distribute
the overhead of executing a replacement among the replicas.
Also, different from other approaches, two replacements issued
by different replicas need not be ordered by a leader. Thus,
replacements do not suffer from a leader bottleneck nor must
replacements be resubmitted on leader failure.

Additionally, Replacement does not rely on consensus. It
therefore does not require assumptions about system syn-
chrony or leader election, as classical reconfiguration does.
Besides the theoretical advantage of failure handling during
periods of asynchrony, this allows Replacement to quickly
handle leader failures, without waiting for a new leader to
be elected.

Since replacements are not coordinated by a leader, several
replacements can be started independently. We combine such
concurrent replacements to guarantee that every failed replica
is replaced, while the number of replicas running the RSM is
never increased. This last point is important, since a majority
of replicas must be contacted to make progress, and in general
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a larger majority leads to reduced performance. Note also that
an increased number of replicas does not necessarily increase
the fault tolerance, e.g. an RSM with 3 or 4 replicas both only
tolerate a single failure.

Besides minimizing the activation phase and window of
vulnerability, we are also interested in the disruption caused
to normal request processing. If a majority of the initial
replicas are correct, synchrony among these is sufficient to
make progress and execute new client requests for the RSM.
Since Replacement never increases the number of replicas,
these correct replicas also form a majority after failures have
been handled. With minor adjustments to the Paxos algorithm,
our Replacement method allows the RSM to make progress
even while the replicas disagree on the current configuration;
they only need to agree on a majority of the replicas. This
allows Replacement to handle failures with minimal impact
on the processing of client requests.

However, Replacement cannot be used for reconfigurations
that change the number of replicas. This restriction is rea-
sonable since replacing a failed replica with a new one is
a common operation in modern data-centers (see [15]), and
sufficient to ensure that further requests can be processed.
Also, reconfigurations that change the number of replicas are
rarely due to a single event, but the result of analyzing the
system’s characteristics over a longer period of time, and
are typically initiated by an administrator. These changes do
not represent responses to an immediate threat and therefore
can be scheduled in advance and executed using classical
reconfiguration.

We evaluated Replacement against classical reconfiguration.
Our evaluation shows that Replacement only causes a small
overhead to concurrent client requests, compared to classical
reconfiguration. We find that the activation phase for han-
dling a single failure is similar in Replacement and classical
reconfiguration. However, Replacement is significantly faster
when handling multiple failures concurrently. Interestingly, our
evaluation shows that there exists a significant delay before
a new replica can actually participate in Paxos, even after
the activation of this new replica has been acknowledged
Replacement significantly reduces this delay by collecting
acknowledgements at the new replica, rather than at a leader.
We show that this delay may have significant impact on client
request processing, since it forces Paxos to use sub-optimal
quorums.

Preliminary ideas for this work have been presented in [16]
and [17]. Different from [16] and [17], this paper includes a
detailed description of our algorithm, liveness criteria and an
experimental evaluation.

Summary of Contributions
• Our main contribution is a Replacement algorithm that

does not rely on a leader and can replace failed replicas
despite any number of concurrent replacements. Our
Version Paxos algorithm maintains consistency between
replicas, that can even make progress while disagreeing
on part of the membership.

• We present and implement a practical solution, applying
Replacement to the Paxos instances of a running RSM
and compare it against classical reconfiguration.

II. OVERVIEW

We now give a brief overview of Paxos [2], [3], and highlight
the main ideas behind Replacement.

Paxos is a consensus algorithm, used by several participants
(our replicas) to decide on exactly one value (our request). It
proceeds in rounds, each having a single leader and unique
round number. To get a value chosen, the leader of a round
broadcasts this value to all replicas in an ACCEPT message. All
replicas store this value with the round number and broadcasts
it in a LEARN message. Upon receiving a quorum of LEARN
messages (i.e. messages from a majority of the replicas) in
the same round, a replica can decide on the value, sent in
this round. To start a new round, e.g. to replace a failed
or slow leader, a new leader has to know if a value was
already decided in a previous round. For this, the new leader
broadcasts a PREPARE message for the new round. Receiving
this PREPARE, replicas stop all previous rounds and reply
with a PROMISE message, including the value stored with the
highest round number.

If a value and round number are stored at a majority of the
replicas, we say this value is locked-in. In Paxos, a value can
only be decided if it is locked-in, and a quorum of PROMISEs
in a future round will report the locked-in value. Thus, no
two different values can be decided. However, since a round
can always be interrupted by a new round, a value can only
be decided if eventually the replicas agree on a single correct
leader, whose round is not interrupted.

Paxos only requires three variables, namely rnd to keep
track of the current round, and vval and vrnd to keep track
of the last stored value, together with its round number. We
use the shorthand Φ for the tuple (rnd, vrnd, vval) and call it
the Paxos State of a replica.

A Paxos-based RSM executes a sequence of Paxos in-
stances, each agreeing on a single input (one or more requests)
to the state machine. While requests must be executed sequen-
tially, the Paxos instances can be run concurrently. The number
of concurrent instances is usually bound by some parameter
α. It is common to use a single PREPARE and PROMISE
exchange, to change the round in all Paxos instances.

Overview of Replacement
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Fig. 1. Replacement

To replace a replica, a new version
of the replica is initialized. We then
send a replacement request to all
replicas, informing them about the
new version. Receiving this request
the replicas send a Replacement
promise (RPROMISE) to the new
replica. After collecting a quorum of promises, the new replica
can determine a correct state and start running Paxos. Figure 1
shows an example, where replica r3 initialized a new replica
r21 to replace the crashed replica r1. We say that r21 is version 2
of replica r1. The following ideas are key to Replacement.

New state only for the new replica: To ensure that no dif-
ferent values can get chosen before and after the replacement,
we guarantee that a value, locked-in before replacement, stays
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locked-in after replacement. For this, it is enough if a locked-
in value is stored by the new replica before it participates in
Paxos. Thus in Figure 1 only the new replica r21 has to wait
for promises. After sending the PROMISE, replicas r2 and r3
continue to run Paxos sending messages to r21 instead of r1.
After processing the PROMISEs, r21 can process and respond
to other Paxos messages.

Version Vectors: In Replacement, every replica is some
version of an initial replica. Replicas represent their current
configuration by a vector, indicating the version of every
replica in this configuration. Replicas use these version vectors
to inform each other about new replacements. By attaching
a version vector to PROMISE and LEARN messages we can
ignore messages from replaced processes in quorums. Since
the version vector shows exactly which processes have been
replaced, we can do this without requiring that all vectors in
a quorum are equal. Thus in Figure 1, r2 and r3 can make
progress between t1 and t2, even though they disagree whether
r1 or r21 is part of the configuration.

Combining Replacements: Every replacement replica has
a unique version and if two concurrent replacements are issued
for the same replica, the replica with the higher version will be
included. However, if two concurrent replacements are issued
for different replicas, both replacements will be executed,
possibly in different orders. Thus, replacements for different
replicas can be issued by different agents, without the need to
order these replacements using a single leader.

In Replacement, configurations result from combining sev-
eral replacements identified by version vectors, which need not
be totally ordered. Thus, there might be no single preceding
configuration. Example 1 in Section IV illustrates the difficulty
of receiving a valid set of PROMISEs from replicas that
disagree on the current configuration.

III. FAILURE HANDLING IN PAXOS

In the following, we consider how to replace replicas in a
single instance of Paxos. In Section V, we discuss how to
apply Replacement to a sequence of instances.

We assume an asynchronous system with fair links [18], and
a Paxos system with n = 2f+1 replicas. Let ri denote the ith
replica. We say i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is the index of ri. When replica
ri is replaced, its replacement retains the same index (i). To
distinguish between the replaced replica and its replacement,
each replica also has an version v, and we write rvi . The initial
set of replicas have version zero: {r01, r02, . . . , r0n}. We omit the
version when it does not matter.

We say that our protocol for consensus and Replacement is
safe, if no two replicas can decide on different values. We say
that a replica is included, if it is one of the initial replicas (has
version zero), or if it has obtained a correct Paxos State and
started Paxos. Clearly, for Replacement to be live, some new
replica has to become included. We further define that a replica
rvi is valid at time t, if it is included and no new version rwi ,
w > v of rvi has been initialized before t. We say that rvi is
weakly valid at time t, if no new version was included before
t. Finally, a replica is correct, if it never fails. Replacement
and Version Paxos are live, if the following holds:

Algorithm 1 Replica State
myid← (i, version)
Φ← (rnd, vrnd, vval) {Paxos State}
VV← [0, 0, ..., 0] {Highest known versions}
R ← {r01 , . . . , r0n} {Weakly valid replicas}
included ∈ {TRUE, FALSE} {TRUE for initial replicas}
RP,P,L {Sets to collect quorums}

Replacement Liveness Assume a correct replica rvi is ini-
tialized by a correct and weakly valid replica rj . If rj
remains weakly valid, and v remains the highest version
for index i, rvi will be included.

Version Paxos Liveness If a single correct and valid replica
eventually becomes the leader, a value can be decided.

The condition, that rj remains weakly valid, specifies that
once a replica rj has been replaced, we do not guarantee the
liveness of replacements initialized by rj . This allows us to
stop communicating with replaced replicas.

A. Replacement Algorithm

Paxos is usually built on top of a failure detector, where
replicas periodically send heartbeats (HBs) to each other, as in
e.g. [11], [19]. In Replacement we leverage these heartbeats
to discover new replacements.

Once a replica discovers a new replacement replica, it sends
an RPROMISE to the new replica. The RPROMISE message is
similar to a PROMISE in Paxos. It is an implicit promise to
no longer cooperate with the replaced replica. The RPROMISE
also contains the current Paxos State, used by the replacement
replica to determine a correct starting state.

Replicas are identified by their index and version. A replica
rvi stores these in a variable myid = (i, v). These identifiers
are unique and if replica rvi knows an identifier (j, w), it
can send a message to rwj . In our implementation, a replica’s
version is a tuple of a version number and the replicas IP
address. This ensures uniqueness and addressability and, since
our versions are ordered lexicographically, they can be easily
increased. Further, each replica maintains the set of replicasR,
for which no replacement has been included yet, and a version
vector VV, that stores the highest known version for each
index. Note that VV can be computed from the ids of replicas
in R. We say that a replica broadcasts a message, if it sends
this message to the replicas corresponding to entries in its
version vector. We also use a variable included, to indicate if
a replica has started Paxos. Initially, only replicas with version
zero are included. Replicas also use the sets RP , P and L
to collect quorums of RPROMISEs, PROMISEs and LEARN
messages, respectively.

We now describe a preliminary Replacement protocol,
which is also shown in Algorithms 1-4. We extend this
protocol in Section IV to be live despite any number of
concurrent replacements. When some replica r decides to
replace replica rvi by invoking repl(rvi ), it computes a new
version w, larger than v and initializes a new replica rwi . Then
r reliably sends an RPROMISE to rwi including Φ, R and VV.
Finally it updates VV and R to include the new replica. This
corresponds to Lines 1-6 of Algorithm 2. Information about
the new replacement, encoded in VV, is disseminated by r
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Algorithm 2 Replacement - at already included replicas
1: On repl(rvi ) with VV[i] = v if included {Replace rvi }
2: w ← newVersion(v) {w > v and unique}
3: Initialize new replica with id(i, w)
4: rsend 〈RPROMISE,Φ,R,myid,VV〉 to rwi
5: VV[i]← w
6: R← R∪ {rwi }
7: On 〈HB-TIMEOUT〉 if included
8: send 〈HB,VV,myid〉 to R
9: On 〈HB,VVmsg , (j, v)〉 if included

10: for all i with VVmsg [i] > VV[i] do
11: w ← VVmsg [i]
12: rsend〈RPROMISE,Φ,R,myid,VV〉 to rwi
13: VV[i]← w
14: R← R∪ {rwi }
15: R← R∪ {rvj }
16: for rwi ∈ R do {Remove old replica}
17: if i = j ∧ w < v then
18: R← R \ {rwi }

Algorithm 3 Replacement - at new replica
19: On initialization with id (i, w) {When replica starts}
20: myid← (i, w), R← {rwi }
21: included← FALSE
22: RP ← ∅
23: On mv

j =〈RPROMISE,Φ,Rv
j , (j, v),VVv

j 〉 if not included
24: R← R∪Rv

j
25: RP ← RP ∪ {mv

j }
26: if ∃Q ⊂ RP : |Q| = f + 1 ∧ validQuorum(Q) then
27: rnd← max{Φ.rnd|Φ ∈ Q}
28: vrnd, vval← maxvrnd{(Φ.vrnd,Φ.vval)|Φ ∈ Q}
29: for all all i ≤ n do
30: VV[i]← max{v|rvi ∈ R}
31: included← TRUE
32: Start Paxos
33: for all i ≤ n with v ← VV[i]
34: if mv

i /∈ RP , sent by (i, v) then
35: rsend〈RPROMISE,Φ,R,myid,VV〉 to rvi
36: else ask(RP) {Extension, see Section IV}

in its HB messages (Lines 7-8). On receiving this HB, the
replicas send an RPROMISE to rwi (Lines 9, 12), if it has the
highest version for its index (Line 10).

After initialization, rwi collects f + 1 RPROMISEs from
replicas that have not yet been replaced, as we explain below.
It then initializes its Paxos State by setting rnd to the highest
round reported in the RPROMISEs, and adopts (vrnd, vval)
from the message with the highest vrnd (Lines 27-28). For
each index j, rwi sets VV[j] to the highest version in R
(Lines 29-30), and marks itself as included. It can now start
Paxos and itself send RPROMISEs to the replicas in VV, if they
are not yet included (Lines 32-35). On being included, the new
replica rwi starts sending HBs (Line 7). Receiving this HB, the
replicas remove the old replica rvi from R (Lines 16-18). The
ask method on Line 36 is an extension explained in Section IV.

Reliable send: We require that RPROMISE messages are
sent reliably. In an asynchronous system this implies repeated
sending, until an acknowledgement is received. However in
Replacement, we can stop resending when the receiver has
been removed from R.

Valid Quorums: If r receives an RPROMISE from rvj , it
wants to make sure that rvj has not already been replaced.
To determine this, r checks that no other RPROMISE reports
a higher version for index j. Thus we require a quorum of

Procedure 4 Check Valid Quorum
Input:

Q = {mv
i , . . . ,m

w
j } {|Q| = f + 1}

mv
i = 〈—, (i, v),VVv

i 〉
validQuorum(Q):

if ∀mv
i ,m

w
j ∈ Q : i 6= j ∧ VVv

i [j] ≤ w then
return TRUE

return FALSE

Algorithm 5 Version Paxos - Changes from Paxos highlighted
1: On new Round
2: rnd← b rnd

n
c · n+ i {i is index}

3: P ← ∅
4: broadcast 〈PREPARE, rnd, myid 〉
5: On 〈PREPARE, r, (i, v) 〉 with v ≥ VV[i] ∧ r > rnd
6: rnd← r
7: send 〈PROMISE,Φ, myid,VV 〉 to rvi
8: On 〈PROMISE,Φ, id,VV〉 with Φ.rnd = rnd
9: P ← P ∪ {〈(Φ.vrnd,Φ.vval), id,VV〉}

10: if ∃Q ⊂ P : |Q| = f + 1 ∧ validQuorum(Q) then
11: vval← maxvrnd{(Φ.vrnd,Φ.vval)|Φ ∈ Q}
12: if vval = ⊥ then
13: vval← mychoice
14: vrnd← rnd
15: P ← ∅
16: broadcast 〈ACCEPT, rnd, vval, myid 〉
17: On 〈ACCEPT, r, val, (i, v)〉 with v ≥ VV[i] ∧ r ≥ rnd
18: rnd, vrnd, vval← r, r, val
19: broadcast 〈LEARN, rnd, vval, myid,VV 〉
20: On 〈LEARN, r, val, id,VV〉 with r = rnd
21: L[r]← L[r] ∪ {〈r, val, id,VV〉}
22: if ∃Q ⊂ L[r] : |Q| = f + 1 ∧ validQuorum(Q) then
23: decide(val)

messages that fulfill the following condition:

Definition 1 (Valid Quorum1). A quorum of messages Q =
{〈—, (i, v),VVv

i 〉, . . .} is valid if for any pair of messages in
Q with senders rvi and rwj , i 6= j and VVv

i [j] ≤ w hold.

B. Version Paxos

When including a replacement in Paxos, the replaced replica
must be excluded. Otherwise, the number of replicas increases
and we would have to adjust the quorum size to ensure that
a decided value is stored by a majority of the replicas. This
is necessary also when replacing a failed replica, since some
of its messages might still be delivered. Further, in an asyn-
chronous system, a failed replica might be indistinguishable
from a slow replica. Therefore, failure handling should be able
to replace both failed and slow replicas.

Version Paxos, which can be used together with Replace-
ment, is shown in Algorithm 5, with modifications to Paxos
highlighted. We now explain how Version Paxos differs from
Paxos. First we include the sender’s identifier in all messages
(Lines 4, 7, 16, 19). To exclude a replaced leader, replicas
ignore PREPARE and ACCEPT messages if the sender has
an old version (Lines 5, 17). To exclude old replicas from
quorums of LEARNs and PROMISEs, replicas add their version
vector to these messages (Lines 7, 19) and we require all
quorums to be valid (Lines 10, 22), according to Procedure 4.

1Version vectors used to order replacements are similar to vector clocks.
The vectors in a valid quorum are part of a consistent cut [20].
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Consider a system with replicas {r1, r2, r3}. Replicas with
index 1 and 2 can form a valid quorum, even if they disagree
on the version of index 3. Also, an old quorum of Paxos
messages remains valid. Thus, a leader who received a valid
quorum of PROMISEs can send ACCEPT messages, even after
some of the senders in the quorum were replaced. In the
following sections, Paxos always refers to Version Paxos.

Since LEARN and PROMISE messages carry version vectors,
they can function as HB messages. Thus we do not have to
send additional heartbeat messages during normal execution.

C. Properties of Replacement

In our companion report [21] we prove that Version Paxos,
together with Replacement is safe. This means that, regardless
of when and what replacements are invoked and which replicas
fail, no two replicas can decide on different values.

Regarding liveness, we observe that for Replacement Live-
ness to hold in presence of failures, replacing one replica
should not involve all replicas. It is therefore possible that one
replica temporarily does not know about a replacement. If for
example infinitely many replacements for index 1 are invoked,
it is possible that a replica of index 2 never knows the newest
replica of index 1. However, to determine a correct Paxos
State, it is necessary to communicate with the newest replicas
for several indices. It might therefore be impossible for one
replacement to be live, if infinitely many replacements are
initialized. A similar impossibility was also discussed in [22].
The following theorem gives conditions for liveness. It is
proven in [21]. The conditions are strengthened in Theorem 2.

Theorem 1. If only finitely many replacements are invoked,
and there always are f + 1 correct and valid replicas,
Replacement Liveness and Version Paxos Liveness hold.

The conditions of Theorem 1 imply that eventually f + 1
correct replicas will remain valid forever. These replicas can
include other replicas and complete Paxos.

IV. LIVE REPLACEMENT

Replacement, as presented in Section III-C, always re-
quires f + 1 replicas to be correct and valid. This con-
dition not only says that at most f of the replicas with
highest version for their index may fail concurrently, but
also limits the number of concurrent replacements. Thus,
in a system with only three indices, replicas with differ-
ent indices cannot be replaced concurrently. In this sec-
tion, we present an extension to Replacement, that allows
any number of concurrent replacements. But first, we give
an example how replacements can deadlock the system, in
a state, where neither new replicas can become included,

abc

r02

r03

r32

r23

r01

init

init

nor can Paxos make progress.

Example 1. Consider a system with
replicas {r01, r02, r03}. Assume that r02
initializes r23 , while r03 initializes r32 .
Additionally, r01 fails before it can
send an RPROMISE. This situation
is illustrated in the figure. Obvi-
ously, r02 first sends an RPROMISE to r23 and then

to r32 , while r03 first sends to r32 and then to r23 .
Thus r23 receives RPROMISEs 〈Φ, id(2, 0),VV0

2[0, 0, 0]〉 and
〈Φ, id(3, 0),VV0

3[0, 3, 0]〉. These do not make a valid quorum
(see Procedure 4). Similarly, the RPROMISEs received by r32
do not form a valid quorum either.
Since there are no other included correct replicas who could
send an RPROMISE, neither r32 nor r23 will be included or
start running Paxos. Further, since r02 and r03 cannot form a
valid quorum together, they are unable to execute Line 22 of
Algorithm 5. Thus no new values will be decided.

In Example 1, the RPROMISEs from r02 and r03 carry a
correct system state, since no replacements are included yet.
It would therefore be safe to process them as a valid quorum.
We therefore add two messages to Replacement, enabling a
replica to determine that a replacement has not yet become
included. They are shown in Algorithm 6, together with the
ask function called in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 6 Extension of Algorithm 3
37: ask(RP):
38: if ∃mw

j ,m
v
i ∈ RP; VVw

j [i] > v then
39: u← VVw

j [i] {VVw
j ∈ mw

j }
40: send 〈ASK, (j, w)〉 to rui
41: On 〈ASK, (j, w)〉 from rvi if ¬included
42: R← R∪ {rvi }
43: send 〈ACK,myid, (j, w)〉 to rvi
44: On 〈ACK, (i, u), (j, w)〉 if ¬included
45: if ∃mw

j ∈ RP then
46: v ← max{v|rvi ∈ Rw

j ∧ v < u} {Rw
j ∈ mw

j }
47: VVw

j [i]← v {VVw
j ∈ mw

j }

Let a new replica r′ receive RPROMISEs from rvi and rwj .
If rwj reports that rvi was replaced, r′ asks the replacement,
if it is included. If the replacement is not included, it replies
with an ACK. On receiving the ACK, replica r′ exchanges the
version of this replacement VVw

j [i] in the RPROMISE with
the next highest version for index i in the replica set Rw

j . By
reducing VVw

j [i], eventually VVw
j [i] ≤ v will hold.

Example 2. We continue Example 1. r23 will ask r32 if it is
included. r32 will acknowledge that and the version vector from
r03 will be changed to VV0

3[0, 0, 0]. Now r23 can process the
two RPROMISEs as a valid quorum and become included.

The extended version of Replacement is safe, and Theo-
rem 2 gives conditions for the extended algorithm to be live.
We prove both safety and liveness in [21]. The following
definition is used in the theorem: Let rvi be weakly valid
at time t. We say that index i is correct at time t, if all
replicas rwi , with w ≥ v, that were initialized before t, are
correct. Different from Theorem 1, Theorem 2 does not make
assumptions on which or how many processes are replace
concurrently.

Theorem 2. If only finitely many replacements are initialized
and, at any time, a majority of the indices is correct, Replace-
ment Liveness and Paxos Liveness hold.
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V. APPLYING REPLACEMENT

Thus far, we have presented Replacement for a single Paxos
instance. In this section, we explain how to apply Replacement
to an RSM that executes a sequence of Paxos instances.

Our Replacement protocol, as shown in Algorithms 2, 3
and 6, can simply interact with several Paxos instances. We
only need to include Φ for each of these instances in the
RPROMISEs. We can even include Φ for all future instances, if
no value has been stored yet for these. However, including the
values from current and previous instances quickly becomes
unmanageable. To minimize the number of stored requests in-
cluded in RPROMISEs, we use one of the following strategies.

Strategy I: When a replica initializes a replacement, HB
messages include the identifier of the lowest instance for which
the replica has not yet decided. If the other replicas have also
decided in all instances up to the one included in the HB, they
only need to execute Lines 10-14 of Algorithm 2, and include
Φ only for this and higher instances. On executing Line 32, the
new replica only starts running Paxos in these instances. But
it also starts copying the decided values of earlier instances.
It can copy these values from any of the f + 1 replicas that
sent an RPROMISE.

Strategy II: In our second strategy, an RPROMISE only
includes Φ for instances in which no client request was
received yet. Since in these instance, Φ only includes the
default values, it is actually enough to include an identifier
for the first such instance. Again, the new replica only starts
running Paxos in the instances for which it received at least
f + 1 values of Φ. In this approach, an RPROMISE does not
include any client requests. Instead of determining a stored
value (Line 28), the new replica only starts Paxos in instances
higher than all those, for which a stored value has been
reported in the RPROMISEs. It also tries to copy decided values
for the other instances. However, when this strategy is used for
concurrent replacements, it can deadlock the system. Consider
a situation as in Example 1. If some instance was started before
the replacements and is still unfinished, it cannot be finished
by the old replicas, r02 and r03 , since they do not form a valid
quorum, and not by the new replicas r32 and r23 , since they
only start Paxos for higher instances. In such cases, we can run
another replacement, using the first strategy to regain liveness.

Detection and Initialization: Using Replacement, every
included replica can initialize a new replica. However, if
one replica fails, it is undesirable for every other replica to
initialize a replacement. In our implementation, we therefore
order the replicas in a ring. Every replica monitors the previous
replica in this ring and replaces this replica, if it is suspected
to have failed. This approach could be easily adjusted to avoid
that the Paxos leader needs to do additional monitoring and
replacements or to use an external service to detect failures
and choose which replica should invoke the replacement. In
a wide area environment, replicas primarily monitor other
replicas within the same local network, to allow faster failure
detection.

VI. EVALUATION

To evaluate our Replacement method, we have implemented
Paxos, Version Paxos, and Replacement in Go [23]. We have
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Fig. 2. Different phases during failure handling for CR and LR.

also implemented a version of Classical Reconfiguration, as
a reference point for Replacement. Version Paxos builds on
Paxos, adding only version vectors to LEARN and PROMISE
messages, and checks for valid quorums. In a 9-replica con-
figuration, the overhead of comparing version vectors when
using Replacement and Version Paxos corresponds to a 3 %
reduction in steady state throughput and a 3 % increase in
normal latency, compared to regular Paxos. We believe that
this overhead could be reduced if the version vectors is only
included when it changes.

A. Metrics

In the following comparison, we focus on two main metrics,
(1) the time elapsed during failure handling and (2) the client
latency for requests concurrent with failure handling. Client
latency during failure handling is a relevant metric, since it
shows to which extent failure handling is exposed to clients.
The time elapsed during failure handling is essentially the time
it takes to activate and include a new replica. This is relevant
to determine the window of vulnerability and the time until
the system returns to steady state performance. Recall that the
window of vulnerability is the time during which the RSM is
operating with reduced fault tolerance.

Figure 2 shows the different phases of failure handling
for Classical Reconfiguration (CR) and Replacement (LR).
Failure detection and initialization are described in the last
paragraph of Section V. These phases are identical for both
CR and LR. We call the remaining part of the window of
vulnerability, starting after initialization the activation phase.
When the new replica has been initialized, LR propagates
information about the new replica in HB messages. The
remaining replicas then connect to the new replica and send
an RPROMISE, as described in Section V. In CR, we inform
the Paxos leader when initialization is done, by sending a
reconfiguration request (reconf-req). The leader then proposes
a reconfiguration command (reconf-cmd). If a reconfiguration
command is chosen in instance i, the new configuration starts
in instance i+α, where α is the number of instances performed
concurrently. When the remaining α− 1 instances have been
decided, we inform the new replica of this decision and include
it in the Paxos protocol.
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Fig. 3. Average latencies observed by clients during steady-state operation
(Normal) and during failure handling (Spike), (a) for varying α parameters;
(b) for different system size N ; ?? while handling k failures out of 9 replicas.
Error bars are 95% confidence intervals for the spike latency.

As shown in Figure 2, the window of vulnerability for LR
is the time between the failure and the new replica having
received a valid quorum of RPROMISEs. For CR, the window
of vulnerability is time from the failure until the new replica
is informed that all instances running in the old configuration
have been decided. As explained in Section V, requests that
were chosen before the replacement, but were not included
in the initialization state, have to be transferred after the
new replica has been activated. However, we don’t consider
this transfer as part of the window of vulnerability, because
this transition has a higher fault tolerance. To choose further
requests, a majority of the replicas in an RSM must be correct.
However, to transfer a decided command, it is enough that one
replica that decided on this command is correct.

In our evaluation, we omit detection and initialization
phases and focus instead on the duration of the activation
phase, which is the method-specific part of the window of
vulnerability. To assess when a new replica is actually par-
ticipating in Paxos, we also measure the time from activation
until the new replica learns a value from Paxos. We call this
the inclusion phase of a failure handling. While the inclusion
phase is not part of the window of vulnerability, it is still an
important metric since it marks the point at which the system
is able to resume normal operation.

We evaluate the different failure handling techniques on a
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Fig. 4. Average durations for activation and inclusion phases, (a) for varying
α parameters; (b) for different system size N , while handling a single failure;
?? while handling k failures out of 9 replicas. Error bars are 95% confidence
intervals for the total duration.

replicated key-value store. Clients continuously issue requests
(of size 32 bytes) to the key-value store. In all failure handling
experiments, we crash a replica, and let the system detect this
failure, initialize a replacement replica and include this new
replica in the configuration.

In the experiments we use a heartbeat-based failure detector
with a relatively large timeout of 500 ms, to avoid false
detection. Since we focus on the method-specific activation,
we use a small application state of 96 bytes, with minimal
impact on the initialization time. As mentioned earlier, if
the application state is large, the initialization time could be
reduced by more efficient methods for state transfer [9], [10],
or by maintaining a lazily updated backup replica [24], [11],
which is used as replacement in case of a failure. These
techniques are general and can be used with both LR and
CR.

B. LAN Experiments

We first evaluate failure handling in a Gigabit LAN environ-
ment, with machines running Linux 3.18.2 on a 2.13 GHz
Intel Xeon quad-core, and 16 GB RAM. We use a separate
machine for each replica. We run a total of 15 clients on three
machines, each running Linux 3.18.2 with two 2.93 GHz Intel
Xeon quad-core CPUs. We ran several experiments, varying
the α pipeline parameter, the system size N , and the number of
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failures handled concurrently k. The experiments are explained
in detail below.

Figure 3 shows the normal client latency in the lower part
of each bar for CR (left/blue) and LR (right/red), and the
spike latency observed by clients during failure handling is
stacked above the normal latency (the crosshatch pattern). The
normal latencies each show the average of 10 runs with 3000
requests per client. The spike latencies shown are the average
and 95% confidence intervals of 40 runs, each with a single
failure handling. As the figure shows, LR has significantly
shorter spike latencies than CR. This is because CR first
completes the Paxos instances in the old configuration and
only continues to send ACCEPT messages after the new replica
has been contacted. Thus, at some point during reconfiguration
the pipeline of ACCEPT and LEARN messages become empty.
In LR, on the other hand, each replica only needs to stop
sending Paxos messages while the version vector is being
updated, but the pipeline is never emptied.

Figure 4 shows the average duration of the activation
phase in the lower part of each bar for CR (left/blue) and
LR (right/red), and stacked above it is the average duration of
the inclusion phase (the crosshatch pattern). We also included
95% confidence intervals for the added durations (activation +
inclusion). The figure shows that the activation phases of LR
and CR have a similar duration with a small advantage for LR
in most cases. However, inclusion is significantly faster for
LR than CR. That is because CR only needs to create a single
connection to the new replica to conclude activation. However
for inclusion, the new replica must connect to a quorum of
replicas. In LR, these connections must be established prior
to sending RPROMISEs. This allows fast inclusion.

a) Varying the Pipeline Parameter α: We first compare
the behavior of LR and CR for different values of the α
parameter, while handling a single failure in a 9 replica
system configuration. Figure 3a shows latencies for client
requests during normal operation and the latencies of client
requests during activation, also called spike latencies. For a
single client, typically only one request experiences this spike
latency, after which the latency returns to normal. Figure 4a
shows the average durations of the activation and inclusion
phase. Note that with α = 15, there is one slot for each client.
Larger α values would not bring additional advantage.

We observe that both the duration of activation and the
spike latency of CR first decrease in accordance with the
normal latency. For higher values of α, the normal latency
stays almost unchanged. However, using CR more requests
have to be decided in the old configuration, before the pipeline
of ACCEPT and LEARN messages is emptied. Therefore, both
the spike latency and duration of the activation phase increases
with a larger α. The total duration (activation + inclusion)
follows the normal latency. That is because this duration
is governed by the time to decide on the reconfiguration
command, plus the time to fully connect to the new replica.

As LR is independent of the α parameter, the activation and
inclusion time remain stable as α increases. The spike latency
decreases slowly with increasing α.

b) Varying System Size N : In the next experiment, we
compared LR and CR for different system sizes. All runs
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used α = 10 and at most one failure is handled per run.
Figure 4b shows that the duration of the activation phase stays
approximately the same in LR and CR, but the duration of the
inclusion phase grows significantly faster for CR than for LR.

Figure 3b shows that the failure handling overhead observed
in client latencies (spike latency - normal latency) stays almost
constant in CR, while for LR this overhead increases with
system size. However, even for relatively large systems, with
9 or 11 replicas, the spike latencies of LR are significantly
lower than spike latencies in CR and have a smaller variance.

c) Multiple Failures: In this experiment we compared
CR and LR while handling several failures. We used 9 replicas
with α = 10. The handling of different failures is synchronized
so that activation is started at the same time for all new
replicas. Detection and initialization for concurrent failures is
done by different replicas. These replicas then invoke LR, or
in the case of CR, send a reconfiguration request to the Paxos
leader.

Figure VI-A shows that spike latency in LR stays stable,
while it increases in CR when concurrent failures are handled.

Figure VI-A shows the durations of activation and inclusion
phases. Where several failures are handled, the values shown
are the duration until all new replicas are activated/included.
Activation takes significantly longer when multiple failures
are handled concurrently, than it takes to handle a single
failure. However, in LR, activation and inclusion phases for
handling 2, 3, or 4 failures have similar durations, while these
continue to increase in CR. That is because the Paxos leader
orders the reconfiguration requests one after the other, while
replacements are done concurrently.

The values for 3 and 4 failures, in Figures VI-A and VI-A
represent worst case scenarios, since it is unlikely that 3 or
4 new replicas are activated concurrently, even if the replicas
they replace fail at the same time. We therefore performed
a variation of this experiment, where we synchronize failure
handling at the failure detection point, instead of at the start
of activation. Figure 5 shows the resulting durations including
initialization. On average, the inclusion phase is shorter in LR
than in CR, with a significant difference for some parameters,
e.g. k = 1. We see again, that the duration of the activation
phase is similar in LR and CR for handling a single failure
(k = 1). The activation phase for handling several failures is
smaller in LR than in CR, but the advantage is less pronounced
than in Figure VI-A. Because of a slight variation in the
duration of the initialization phase, the activation phases of
different concurrent failures are not completely overlapping.
Therefore, e.g. the activation phase for four failures (k = 4)
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Fig. 5. Client latencies in a WAN environment. The Reduced part is the
average latency after failures, but without failure handling. The Spike part is
the average latency during failure handling with 95% confidence intervals.

has a similar duration, as the activation phase for two failures
(k = 2). Note that the confidence intervals for LR are
significantly larger in Figure 5, than in Figure VI-A. Since
the former include the initialization phase, this indicates that
the duration of this phase has a relatively large variation.

C. WAN Experiments

We now evaluate LR in a wide area network. We ran Paxos
and Version Paxos on 6 n1-standard-2 virtual machines (VMs)
on Google’s compute engine [25], two located in each of EU,
US, and Asia. The Paxos leader was located in the EU. We
used another VM in the EU to run 20 clients, and an additional
VM in each area as replacement, upon failure.

The round trip latencies are approximately EU-US: 100 ms,
US-Asia: 150 ms, EU-Asia: 250 ms. This setup highlights the
relevance of the inclusion phase. During normal execution,
only the replicas in the EU and US are on the critical path,
resulting in an average latency of around 200 ms. If one of
the 4 replicas in the EU or US is down, and a new replica has
not yet been included, one replica in Asia becomes part of the
critical path, resulting in latencies of around 500 ms.

We ran experiments where we handle the failure of a replica
in the US, in Asia, concurrent failure of replicas in the US
and Asia, and leader failure (in EU). For both LR and CR, we
use the remaining replica, co-located with the failed replica,
to detect failures and initialize failure handling. Replacement
replicas are always located in the same area as the failed
replica. As before, the reconfiguration command in CR is
proposed by the Paxos leader. In this setup, the activation
phase contributes the most to the window of vulnerability,
since failure detection and initialization are done inside a LAN
environment.

Figure 6 shows normal latencies for running with a reduced
configuration, that is, after the respective failures have been
induced, but without failure handling, and the average spike
latencies during failure handling, with 95% confidence inter-
vals. We see that LR shows no spike latencies. The increased
latency, while handling a failure in the US is caused by the
failure, not by LR, as explained above. CR on the other
hand shows significant spike latencies in all cases. We show
no latencies for the case of a leader failure, since no client
requests are processed, until a new leader is elected.

Figure 7 shows the average durations of the activation
and inclusion phases in this experiment with 95% confidence
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Fig. 6. Durations for activation and inclusion phases and 95% confidence
interval for the total duration in WAN environment.

intervals. In the case of concurrent failures in Asia and US, the
table shows the maximum durations. The total time (activation
+ inclusion) is significantly shorter in LR than in CR in
all cases but the leader failure, where durations are similar.
Activation in LR is determined by the time needed to connect
to the new replica. It is smaller for a failure in the US, since
in this case, no connection from EU to Asia has to be created.
For CR, activation takes long for a replica in the US, since
we first have to send a reconfiguration request to the leader
in EU, who then needs to send a reconfiguration command
to a replica in Asia, needed to form a quorum. In CR, the
reconfiguration command can only be proposed after a new
leader has been established. Therefore activation is delayed
until leader election is finished. This significantly prolongs
activation in the case of leader failure (EU).

Figures 6 and 7 show that Replacement is especially well
suited to handle failures in a wide area environment, because it
causes no spike latencies, has a short inclusion phase, which is
especially relevant for replicas in the critical path, and avoids
leader election, which can take a significant amount of time
when communicating over wide area links.

VII. RELATED WORK

Classical reconfiguration was first described in the original
Paxos publications [2], [3] and implemented in [12]. Several
other variants of classical reconfiguration have been proposed.
Stoppable Paxos [13], [26] allows to reconfigure without
completing the remaining α instances in the old configuration.
No practical evaluation of this variant exists. In [27] the
authors propose to speculatively send requests to the new
configuration, even before the reconfiguration command has
been chosen. Thus they avoid to empty the pipeline of ACCEPT
and LEARN messages to reduce spike latencies. Unfortunately,
we could not find more detailed results of their evaluation.
In [14] the authors also avoid to empty the pipeline, by
deciding requests in both the old and new configuration. They
also report a significant reduction in spike latency, compared to
a variant emptying the pipeline. However, [14] only includes
a high level evaluation, so it is difficult to assess how this
variant affects activation and inclusion time. Since [14] uses
Zab [28], it is also not clear how these results apply to Paxos.

In our previous work ARec [29], we showed that reconfig-
uration of an RSM is possible without consensus. However
ARec enforces a round change on reconfiguration. This in-
validates ACCEPT and LEARN messages sent in the previous
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round. It is thus similar to emptying the pipeline of ACCEPT
and LEARN messages, as done in classical reconfiguration.
Further, ARec orders configurations based on timestamps and
reconfigures to the configuration with the highest timestamp.
It is thus possible that a reconfiguration is lost, due to a con-
current reconfiguration with a higher timestamp. This makes
it difficult to ensure that all detected failures are handled.

Also Vertical Paxos [30] uses a round change to install the
new configuration. As for ARec, this is similar to emptying
the pipeline of ACCEPT and LEARN messages. Further, Ver-
tical Paxos relies on an abstract, fault tolerant configuration
manager to decide on new configurations. Instead of relying
on synchrony in the old configuration, Vertical Paxos relies
on synchrony in the configuration manager, which must be
implemented by another RSM to be fault tolerant. Note
that the configuration manager cannot use Vertical Paxos to
reconfigure itself.

There exists several works on reconfiguration of atomic
storage. Most use consensus to choose the next configuration
and are thus similar to classical reconfiguration (e.g.[31], [32]).
DynaStore [22] is a reconfigurable atomic register that does
not rely on consensus. Similar to Replacement, DynaStore
combines concurrent reconfigurations, to arrive at a new
configuration. Interestingly, the evaluation in [33] showed that
DynaStore produces higher spike latencies than a variant of
DynaStore that relies on consensus. Different from DynaStore,
Replacement avoids contacting the same replica twice, as
member of different configurations. Therefore, Replacement
achieves low spike latencies without relying on consensus.

Finally, a reconfiguration method similar to Replacement
was sketched in [34] for EPaxos. This method is similar to our
second approach in Section V. However, this approach alone
can deadlock the system if too many replicas are replaced con-
currently. We solve this by falling back on our first approach,
which is far more complicated and not contained in [34].

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Replacement takes a new approach to failure handling. It
allows both to send and apply replacements directly, without
solving consensus. Replacement avoids changing the Paxos
round and therefore allows the RSM to commit requests con-
currently with replacement. Also, Replacement combines con-
current replacements, to guarantee that every replica, for which
a replacement has been issued, is replaced. Our evaluation
shows that Replacement only causes a small spike latency and
can contribute to a shorter window of vulnerability, especially
if multiple failures are handled concurrently. Replacement is
especially useful in a wide area environment, because it avoids
increased latency, and allows fast inclusion which is relevant
for replicas on the critical path.
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